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IT project Manager
Denmark
Job reference:DK02546

Are you on the lookout for a job where you can take your project management skills to the next level?
And can you confidently navigate in a multicultural setting among many stakeholders? Then we urge you
to keep on reading as you could be our next IT Project Manager. You will have responsibility for executing
business-oriented IT projects with a high degree of business process management and change
management. You will join the Change Office in Danfoss IT and have 18 professional Project Managers as
colleagues.

Drive IT projects and support the business
As IT Project Manager you will be responsible for all aspects of designated IT projects – from the
definition of requirements to the final implementation on locations in Denmark and abroad. You will
support the business by managing IT projects in cooperation with our consultants. Applying our standard
project management methodology, you will contribute to the further development of the business
ensuring adherence to schedule and budgets. This includes assessing and managing risks and issues
related to the overall scope of the project and lead your project team towards success. In this job you
will face challenging and varying projects that impact all organisational levels.
Seasoned and ambitious Project Manager
You are a skilled Project Manager with more than 5 years’ experience. As such your toolbox is loaded with
all necessary tools to plan and drive change processes to the finish line. From prior employment in an
international company in the industrial sector, you have obtained a good understanding of business flows
and processes. You have good stakeholder management and negotiation skills and are used to applying
your solid communication skills in a multicultural environment. Your experience is backed by a relevant
education.
You have an innovative mind-set and a catching, energetic nature, which you use to motivate project
participants to see the bigger picture and realise the joint objectives. You are result-oriented and
ambitious on behalf of your projects and know when to compromise and delegate the tasks to benefit the
end result. And your structured approach helps you to maintain the general overview at all times. Finally,
you have sound English language skills.
For further information about the position,
please contact HR partner, Iben G. Christensen at +45 7488 3733.

Danfoss Corporate Functions (CF) cover a variety of functions with responsibility for Finance, Law, CSR,
IT, Communication and more for the Danfoss Group.
Danfoss A/S is one of Denmark’s largest industrial companies. We have an annual turnover of around
DKK 22 billion, and have around 26,000 employees worldwide. We provide solutions within Climate and
Energy, a sector we see as a major driving force in the future world economy. We show leadership in
business through reliability, excellence and innovation. No matter where you find yourself at Danfoss, the
customer is at the center. Our work reflects our corporate behavior; trustworthy, innovative, global, with
respect for local cultures and constantly working towards sustainable results.
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